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Abstract
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is an extremely aggressive malignancy with minimal treatment options and a global rise in prevalence. PDAC is characterized by frequent driver mutations including KRAS and TP53 (p53), and a dense, acidic tumor microenvironment (TME). The relation between genotype and TME in PDAC development is unknown. Strikingly, when wild type (WT) Panc02 PDAC cells were adapted to growth in an acidic TME and returned to normal pH to mimic invasive cells escaping acidic regions, they displayed a strong increase of aggressive traits such as increased growth in 3-dimensional (3D) culture, adhesion-independent colony formation and invasive outgrowth. This pattern of acidosis-induced aggressiveness was further increased by p53 knockout (KO), but only in specific extracellular matrix (ECM) compositions. Akt- and Transforming growth factor-β (TGFβ) signaling, as well as expression of the Na⁺/H⁺ exchanger NHE1.

Abbreviations: ECM, extracellular matrix; ERK1/2, extracellular signal regulated kinase-1/2; KO, knockout; NBCn1, electroneutral Na⁺,HCO₃⁻ cotransporter-1; NHE1, Na⁺/H⁺ exchanger-1; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; pHₑ, extracellular pH; pHᵢ, intracellular pH; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β; TME, tumor microenvironment; TXNIP, thioredoxin-interacting protein; WT, wild type.
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were increased by acid adaptation. Whereas Akt inhibition decreased spheroid growth regardless of treatment and genotype, stimulation with TGFβ increased growth of WT control spheroids, and inhibition of TGFβ signaling tended to limit growth under acidic conditions only. Our results indicate that a complex crosstalk between tumor acidosis, ECM composition and genotype contributes to PDAC development. The findings may guide future strategies for acidosis-targeted therapies.
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**What’s new?**
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized by specific driver mutations and by the presence of extracellular acidosis within a dense, fibrotic, extracellular matrix (ECM). While these features are independently linked to increased PDAC invasiveness, whether genotype impacts the pancreatic tumor microenvironment remains unclear. Our study shows that three-dimensional and anchorage-independent PDAC cell growth and PDAC progression are enhanced by acid adaptation, specifically when normal ECM pH is reestablished, as occurs during vascularization and metastasis. The findings suggest that interplay between acidosis, ECM composition and driver mutations strongly influences PDAC aggressiveness, with possible relevance for the development of novel therapeutic strategies.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a devastating disease with a 5-year survival of less than 7%. Patients are rarely diagnosed until late-stage disease, leaving chemotherapy as the only treatment option, further limited by extensive chemotherapy resistance. Underscoring the urgent need for better therapeutic options, PDAC is projected to become the second leading cause of global cancer mortality by 2030. Activating KRAS mutations are the most ubiquitous PDAC driver mutation, found in over 90% of PDAC tumors. The tumor suppressor p53, the TP53 gene product1 is inactivated in about 75% of PDAC cases4 and this is associated with increased invasiveness, dedifferentiated malignant disease, and worse prognosis. Two additional characteristics of PDAC tumors are extensive desmoplasia—the accumulation of a dense, fibrotic, extracellular matrix (ECM) by tumor stromal cells—and profound extracellular acidosis. Desmoplasia is linked to increased proliferation, migration/invasion, metabolism and chemotherapy resistance in experimental PDAC models and associated with aggressiveness and shorter survival in PDAC patients. Altered ECM architecture has also been linked to upregulation of a vasculogenic mimicry transcriptional program predicting patient survival in multiple cancers. Extracellular acidosis is a hallmark of the tumor microenvironment (TME) across cancers including PDAC. The acidosis reflects extensive metabolic acid production and limited perfusion in solid tumors and contributes to numerous aspects of cancer development, including genetic instability, metabolic rewiring, invasiveness and chemotherapy resistance. In vivo, acidic preconditioning of cancer cells increases local invasion and metastasis. On the other hand, low extracellular pH (pH₅) challenges intracellular pH (pHᵢ), which per se is a limitation for cell proliferation and growth. We therefore previously proposed that extracellular acidosis may initially contribute to cancer dormancy, and that additional events, such as oncogenic mutations or selection for upregulated acid extrusion and other reprogramming events overcoming this limitation are required for acidosis to become protumorigenic. However, it is unknown how interplay between tumor acidosis, ECM properties and driver mutations impact PDAC progression.

Here, we used a combination of 3D spheroid culture and organotypic growth in matrigel, collagen, or combinations thereof, to test the hypothesis that prolonged extracellular acidosis synergizes with p53 inactivation and ECM composition to drive a transcriptional reprogramming contributing to PDAC aggressiveness. We show that adaptation to acidosis drives a marked, p53-dependent potentiation of cancer cell growth, adhesion-independent colony formation and invasiveness, which is only seen upon return to normal tissue pH to mimic invasive growth. Our results demonstrate for the first time a crosstalk between acidosis, ECM properties and genotype, which leads to increased growth and invasiveness of PDAC cells.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Cell lines and acid adaptation

All experiments were performed with mycoplasma-free cells. Panc02 mouse pancreatic cancer cells (RRID: CVCL_D627), a gift from A. Trauzold, University of Kiel, Germany, were cultured in DMEM (Gibco Life Technologies) with 10% FBS (Sigma, F9665-500ML) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma, P0781-100ML) at 5% CO₂/37 °C.
Panc02 cells were adapted to growth at pH 6.7 by decreasing the pH of the culture medium by ~0.2 pH units weekly. Panc-1 cells (RRID CVCL_0480) and AsPC-1 cells (RRID CVCL_0152) were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA) and were cultured in AsPC-1 and Panc-1 cells were cultured in DMEM (10569010 and 41966029, respectively, ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA) and were cultured in AsPC-1 and Panc-1 cells were cultured in DMEM (10569010 and 41966029, respectively, Gibco Life Technologies) with 10% FBS (Sigma, F9665-500ML) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma, P0781-100ML) at 5% CO2/37°C and acid-adapted by transfer to pH 6.7 medium followed by a month of growth under these conditions. Culture media were pH-adjusted by titration with hydrochloric acid and measured at 5% CO2. Once pH 6.7 was reached, cells were cultured for maximally 8 weeks. HUVECs were cultured in Endothelial Cell Growth Medium (C-22210, PromoCell) with Growth Medium Supplement Mix (C-39215, PromoCell) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma, P0781-100ML) at 5% CO2/37°C.

2.2 | CRISPR/Cas9 p53 knock-out

The Panc02-p53 knockout (KO) cell line was established as in Reference 5’-CACCCGTGCACATAACAGACT-3’ targeting exon 4 of Trp53 was designed in CRISPR Finder software (https://wge.stemcell.sanger.ac.uk/find_crispr) and cloned into the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458) plasmid (Addgene #48138) and transfected into Panc02 WT cells using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. After 3 days, cells were sorted for GFP positive cells using BD FACSariaTM III (BD Biosciences-US). Transfection and FACS sorting were repeated and followed by single cell clone isolation and expansion, and Trp53 KO was verified by western blotting.

2.3 | Spheroid culture, imaging and pharmacological treatments

Cells were seeded at 1000 cells/well in round-bottomed ultra-low attachment (ULA) 96-well-plates (VWR, #4441020) in 200 μL of the appropriate medium and grown in a CO2-incubator at 37°C. Medium was changed every 2-3 days. Images were acquired on the indicated days with an Olympus IX83 microscope, using a SP 10× objective and CellSens Dimension software. Spheroid area was determined in ImageJ software using freehand selection to mark spheroid outline, followed by area quantification in ImageJ. Necrotic core quantification (in three independent biological replicates) was performed using ImageJ software. Bright field images were analyzed using a macros function where images were converted to 8-bit format, adjusted to Threshold (0.50) to define the necrotic core in each spheroid. Area in pixels² was measured using “Analyze Particles” function with size of particles bigger than 2000 pixels², and converted to mm². In each experiment 4-6 biological replicates were used. Where indicated, media were supplemented with SB 431542 (#1614, Tocris Bioscience), human TGFp1 (#100-21-2UG, PeproTech), Capivasertib (AZD5363, #S8019, Selleckchem), or MK-2206 (#S1078, Selleckchem).

2.4 | 3D organotypic culture

Single Panc02 cell suspensions were seeded in 50 μL domes of matrigel (Corning, # 356237; 3000 cells/dome), collagen-I (3 mg/mL, Collagen G, Sigma L7213-100ML, 5000 cells/dome) or 1:1 matrigel-collagen-I mix (2000 cells/dome) in 24-well-plates (BioLite Multidisht, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and cultured at 5% CO2/37°C. Solidified 3D domes were subsequently overlaid with 0.5 mL of appropriate culture media. Media were replaced every third day. Brightfield images were acquired after 5 (matrigel), 7 (collagen-I) or 3 days (mix) with an Olympus IX83 microscope, using 4× and 10× objectives and CellSens software.

2.5 | Flow cytometry

One thousand cells/well were seeded in 96-well-plates. On day nine, 20 spheroids per condition were collected, washed once with PBS, centrifuged at 50 RCF for 3 minutes and dissociated with Accutase solution (Sigma, A6964) for 20 minutes. The resulting cell suspension was spun down, washed in ice-cold PBS with 2% FBS (flow buffer) (Gibco, #10106-177), followed by resuspension in flow buffer containing 5 μg/mL PI (Invitrogen, #P3566). The samples were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes, followed by a wash and resuspension in flow buffer. PI negative sample was included to control for autofluorescence. Samples were subsequently transferred to polystyrene tubes (BD Falcon) and mixed with 50 μL CountBright Absolute Counting Beads (Invitrogen Cat. # C36950), followed by analysis on a BD FACS Calibur cytometer and CellQuest software (BD Biosciences). Cell concentrations were determined according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, samples were analyzed in an FSC vs SSC plot and gates were drawn around the population of beads and the cell population of interest. The calculation of cell concentrations was made by the following equation: A/B * C/D = concentration of sample as cells/μL, where A = number of cell events in gate, B = number of bead events in gate, C = assigned bead count of the lot (beads/50 μL) and D = volume of sample (μL). The measurement of dead cells was made by analyzing the samples in a SSC vs FL2 (PI signal) plot, and obtaining percentages for the negative and positive populations (gate discriminating neg/pos population was based on the unstained [PI negative] sample). The resulting quadrant statistics where subsequently plotted in prism.

2.6 | Total viability assays

Viability was assessed using the CellTiter GLO kit (Promega, #G9683). To evaluate cell viability in spheroid cultures, colonies were recovered from matrices after 9 days, and ATP levels were measured, following the manufacturers protocol. For organotypic cultures, culture medium was removed from the well, the 3D dome was disrupted by pipetting ice-cold medium up and down, and the well content was transferred to a Corning 96-well black polystyrene microplate (VWR, #4441020). One hundred microliters of Cell Titer Glo 3D Reagent (Promega, #G9683) was added to the well followed by shaking for 5 minutes and incubation.
at room temperature for 25 minutes. Luminescence was measured using a FluoStar Optima platereader and Optima software.

2.7 | Immunofluorescence analysis

Organotypic cultures were seeded as above, except in 8-well chamber slides (Lab-TekTM, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stained as in Reference 27. Briefly, cultures were fixed with 4% PFA for 15 minutes and permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 20 minutes. After 1 hour of blocking in 1% BSA solution, cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibody (Table S1) against α-tubulin (1:1000, T5168, Sigma-Aldrich). Next day, specimens were incubated 1 hour with Alexa-488 donkey-anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:400, Invitrogen) and 10 minutes with DAPI (1 μg/mL). Samples were fixed with Fluoromount-G antifade (Invitrogen, 00-4988-02) and analyzed employing an Olympus IX83 microscope with a Yokogawa scanning unit, a PLANAPO 60×/1.4 NA oil immersion objective and CellSens Dimension software.

2.8 | Live/dead staining of organotypic cultures

Single Panc02 cell suspensions (in three independent biological replicates) were seeded in 50 μL domes of matrigel (3000 cells/dome), collagen-I (5000 cells/dome) in 24-well-plates, as described above, and cultured at 5% CO2/37°C. Solidified 3D domes were subsequently overlaid with 0.5 mL of appropriate culture media. 3D cultures of Panc02 cells were cultured for 5 (Matrigel) and 7 days (Collagen-I). Media were replaced every third day. On the last day of culture, 3D domes were washed with sterile 1× PBS twice and stained with 3 μM Calcein-AM [C1430, ThermoFisher Scientific] and 2.5 μM Propidium Iodide (PI) (P3566, Thermofisher Scientific) for 30 minutes and then imaged using an Olympus IX83 microscope. Calcein-AM and PI absorbances were detected at 485 nm/535 nm and 530 nm/620 nm respective emission wavelengths.

2.9 | PAS staining

18 × 18 mm glass coverslips (ROTH, 0657) were ethanol-washed, air dried, placed in 6-well plates and coated with 50 μL of matrigel-collagen I Mix (50:50%). Coverslips were air-dried at room temperature for 1 hour prior to seeding of cells. Cells were trypsinized, counted and resuspended in 200 μL of appropriate culture medium. The coverslips were then incubated for 1.5 hours in a CO2 incubator to allow cells to adhere to the matrix. Three milliliters of culture medium was carefully added to the coverslips and changed every 2 days. PAS staining was performed as described in.28

2.10 | Boyden chamber invasion assay

Cells were starved for 24 hours in DMEM medium containing 2% FBS. Fifty thousand cells were seeded in this medium in the inner compartment of Boyden chamber inserts (8 μm pores, Falcon #353097) containing a polycarbonate membrane precoated with matrigel (300 mg/mL in 2% FBS DMEM). The lower chamber contained DMEM with 10% FBS. After 24 hours, cells in the upper chamber were removed using a cotton swab, and nuclei of migrated cells were stained with DAPI (1 μg/mL). Images of six random fields per membrane were taken and nuclei counted using the Cell Counter ImageJ plugin.

2.11 | Spheroid outgrowth invasion experiments

Panc02 spheroids (in three independent biological replicates) were formed in ULA 96-well-plates, as above, and cultured for 3 days. On the third day of spheroid formation, spheroids (3-5 spheroids/dome) were transferred to 50 μL Matrigel domes and treated or not with SB 431542 (2, 10 μM) or TGFβ1 (10, 20 ng/mL) in 24-well-plates and cultured at 5% CO2/37°C. Solidified 3D domes were subsequently overlaid with 0.5 mL of appropriate culture medium. Media were replaced every third day. Light microscopy images were taken right after transferring the spheroids to Matrigel (day 3) and 6 days later (day 9). Brightfield images were acquired with an Olympus IX83 microscope, using 4× and 10× objectives and CellSens software. Images were analyzed using ImageJ software. Bright field pictures were analyzed using macros function where images were converted to 8-bit format, adjusted to Threshold (0, 138) to define the edges for day 9. Area in pixels2 was measured using the “Analyze Particles” function with size of particles bigger than 500 pixels2. The area of each individual spheroid was displayed as an overlay mask on the processed image and saved for a reference for day 9. Bright field pictures from day 9 were analyzed using a freehand selection to measure area in pixels2 and later converted to μm2. A reference image of initial spheroid area with overlay mask from day 3 was used to follow the invasion of each individual spheroid and correctly quantify a relative invasion spheroid area on day 9. The area from day 9 was divided by initial area from day 3 to obtain the relative spheroid invasion area.

2.12 | Anchorage-independent growth

In a 6-well plate, 500 000 cells/well were suspended in 3 mL of 0.5% low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma, A9414-25G) prepared in 10% FBS DMEM at appropriate pH and overlaid on 3 mL solidified 1% agarose. The top layer was covered with 3 mL of 10% DMEM. Media was refreshed every 2 or 3 days. After 4 weeks of culture, colonies were counted and measured using brightfield imaging and ImageJ software.

2.13 | Western blotting

Western blotting was performed essentially as in Reference 29. A full description is provided in the online Supplementary Material.
2.14 | Immunohistochemistry analysis of spheroids

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of spheroids was performed essentially as in Reference 30. A full description of the methodological procedures is provided in the online Supplementary Material. Quantification of intensity profiles of labeling across the spheroids, mean pixel intensity profiles through the spheroids were calculated using ImageJ software, based on rectangular Regions of Interest (ROIs) of 200 μm width, going from the spheroid periphery to core (2-3 independent biological replicates per transporter/condition was measured). For each intensity profile, the x-axis was set to start at zero and x-values were normalized to the largest x-value resulting in an x-axis ranging from 0-1 (“0” indicates region in a necrotic core, and “1” indicates the region in periphery). The intensity values (y-axis) were likewise normalized to the largest intensity, generating y-axis ranging from 0-1. The resulting intensity profiles were plotted in a scatter plot and LOWESS curves with 20 points in the smoothing window were drawn using GraphPad PRISM 9 in order to better visualize trends of the data.

2.15 | RNA isolation, RT and qPCR analysis

Total RNA from monolayer cells was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, 74 104) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Reverse transcription and qPCR analysis were carried out as in Reference 31. A full description is provided in the online Supplementary Material.

2.16 | Statistical analysis

R (4.0.2) was used to compute all statistics. Two-sample one-sided t-test, pairing the data by passaging line, was used whenever relevant. Unpaired test was used when comparing data from two different genotypes, or when data points were missing. Using Benjamini-Hochberg correction, we adjusted P values separately for each subfigure and for each type of comparisons, that is, [same genotype—different conditions] and [same condition—different genotypes]. In Figure 3E, two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and two-sided Mann-Whitney U test were used for the comparisons mentioned above.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Acid adaptation does not increase viability in 2D cultures

To test our hypothesis that adaptation to an acidic TME synergizes with cancer driver mutations in promoting an aggressive cancer cell phenotype, we used CRISPR/Cas9 to knock-out (KO) Trp53 in Panc02 mouse pancreatic cancer cells, starting from a Trp53 wild type (WT) (Figure 1AB). To simulate the gradual acidification during tumor growth we next subjected WT and Trp53 KO (denoted p53KO) cell lines to gradual acidification over 4 weeks from pH 7.4 to final pH 6.7, corresponding to that commonly found in solid tumors (Figure 1A). The acid adapted cell lines are hereafter denoted AA cells. To mimic the reexposure of cancer cells to physiological pH during metastatic spreading or altered vascularization, we next acutely returned the cells to pH 7.4 medium (denoted AA — 7.4) (Figure 1A).

In standard 2D monolayer culture, viability assays showed that AA cells exhibited lower viability than their pH 7.4 control counterparts (25% for WT, ~50% for p53KO), largely returning to a viability similar to that of control cells when returned to pH 7.4 (Figure S1A). The same pattern was observed when the confluence of control-, AA- and AA — 7.4 cells was monitored using time-lapse microscopy (Figure S1B-E). Thus, in 2D culture, acid adaptation and return to control conditions does not significantly increase Panc02 cell growth.

3.2 | Acid adaptation and p53 loss increase spheroid growth

To mimic the architecture and microenvironment conditions of tumor tissue,23,34 we cultured Panc02 cells as 3D spheroids and monitored spheroid growth over 9 days (Figure 1C). Under control conditions, p53KO spheroids grew to more than twice the area and were more viable compared to WT cells at day 9 (Figure 1C-E). At pH 6.7, WTAA cells grew much slower in 3D than their non-acid adapted counterparts and almost failed to form tight spheroid structures (illustrated by the dotted line), whereas p53KOA cells were small (Figure 1C,D) but remained coherent (Figure 1C). AA cells of both genotypes were largely viable, with fewer dead cells than under control conditions and near-absence of a necrotic spheroid core. This was also illustrated by quantification of necrotic core area, which generally correlated with spheroid size (Figure 1E). Strikingly, upon return to pH 7.4, WT spheroids (WTAA—7.4) grew nearly 4-fold larger, and p53KOA—7.4 spheroids about 30% larger compared to their nonacid-adapted controls, with an obvious necrotic core (Figure 1C-E). Accordingly, proliferating cells (nuclear PCNA staining) were localized only in the rim of the spheroids, and nuclei in the necrotic core were pyknotic (Figure 1F, necrotic core marked by a dotted line). Similarly, large spheroids in the control and return groups contained a greater fraction of propidium iodide (PI)-positive (dead) cells than pH 6.7 spheroids (Figure 1G), confirmed by measurements of total spheroid viability at day 9 (Figure 1H).

Collectively, these results show that Panc02 cells adapted to growth at pH 6.7 exhibit markedly increased 3D growth upon return to pH 7.4. This suggests that acid adaptation rewires Panc02 into a new state that strongly favors cell growth at physiological pH. Notably, the growth-enhancing effects of p53KO and acid adaptation were only partially additive.

3.3 | Acid adaptation, p53KO and matrix composition interact to regulate cell growth and morphology

In PDAC, the stroma is dominated by collagen-I, whereas the basement membrane is better mimicked by the basement membrane composition of matrigel. To address how ECM composition impacts the
FIGURE 1  Acid adaptation promotes 3D growth of Panc02 cells. (A) Panc02 WT and p53KO cells were cultured for 4 weeks in gradually decreasing pH (from 7.4 to 6.7) to develop their acid-adapted (AA) counterparts. Acid adapted cells were then returned to pH 7.4 (AA→7.4). (B) Western blot demonstrating the successful knock-out (KO) of the Trp53 gene. p150-Glued was used as a loading control. (C) AA→7.4 cells form significantly larger spheroids than AA and control cells. Representative light microscopic images of Panc02 spheroids on day 2, 4, 7 and 9. Scalebar: 200 μm. The dotted line shows the border of the small spheroid formed under acidic conditions, surrounded by dispersed cells. (D) Quantification of average spheroid area shown in C. n = 3, means with SEM error bars. (E) IHC analysis of WT Ctrl. spheroids. PCNA and DAPI staining was mainly found in nuclei in peripheral regions ("P") of the spheroid and absent from the core, indicated by the dotted line and "C." Scalebar: 40 μm. (F) Quantification of necrotic core area, determined as described in Materials and Methods. n = 3, means with SEM error bars. Statistics: ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post-test. (G) Percent apoptotic cells. Panc02 spheroids were dissociated, PI stained, and analyzed by flow cytometry. n = 4, SEM error bars. (H) Total viability of Panc02 spheroids after 9 days of culture. n = 3, means with SEM error bars.
effects of acid adaptation and p53 KO on invasive growth, we grew control- and AA Panc02 cells in organotypic culture, using conditions mimicking early stages (matrigel); advanced stages (collagen-I); and an intermediate stage (1:1 matrigel-collagen-I mix).

In matrigel domes, the pattern of differences in growth between the different cell lines was reminiscent to that observed for spheroid growth, however, quantitative differences were less pronounced and growth morphology reflected that the cells were now embedded in ECMs (Figure 2A-C). Live/dead staining confirmed that except in the center of large colonies, cells were mostly viable in all conditions (Figure 2B). Viability was increased by ~50% by p53KO, was reduced in p53KOAA cells but not in WTAA cells compared to their control counterparts, and increased after return to pH 7.4, albeit less so for p53KO than for WT (~doubled compared to Ctrl.) cells (Figure 2B). Both WTAA and p53KOAA cells developed long protrusions into the matrigel (Figure 2A, arrow), which immunofluorescence analysis revealed to represent rows of migrating cells (Figure S2A).

In marked contrast, embedding cells in collagen-I elicited growth as compact colonies completely lacking protrusive outgrowths. Under control conditions, p53KO cells grew as tight colonies with a total viability that was about twice that of WT cells (Figures 2D-F and S2B). At acidic pH, the viability of both genotypes was similar to that of WT control cells. Upon return to pH 7.4, total viability of WTAA cells was doubled and that of p53KOAA cells was increased by 50% compared to control p53KO cells, and to 3-fold that of AA p53KO cells, although with substantial variation (Figure 2F). Notably, live/dead analysis revealed that this reflected a combination of greatly increased growth and increased death at the substantial necrotic core formed under these conditions (Figure 2E).

Remarkably, when seeded in 1:1 matrigel:collagen-I (Figure 2G), Panc02 cells developed a morphology highly reminiscent of vascular mimicry, that is, the differentiation of cancer stem cells to endothelial-like cells which can provide partial neo-vascularization. In accordance with this phenotype, the vascular-like Panc02 cell networks consisted of long strands of cells (Figure S2C). The cells stained positive for Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS), a marker for vascular mimicry, but negative for CD31, a marker for normal endothelial cells, which strongly stained HUVECs as positive control (Figure 2H). Furthermore, growth was markedly accelerated in this ECM, and accordingly the cultures in Figure 2G, represent 33% fewer cells seeded than Figure 2A, were cultured for only 3 days. Despite this striking phenotype, the relative viability between treatments and genotypes was similar to that of matrigel or collagen-I alone, although differences were less pronounced and did not reach statistical significance (Figure 2I).

To explore in more depth the relationship between the growth-promoting effects of acid adaptation and p53 KO, we repeated the acid adaptation and organotypic growth experiments in two human pancreatic cancer cell lines with aberrant p53 expression: AsPC1 cells, which are p53 negative, and Panc1 cells, which exhibit the common p53 R273H mutation that renders p53-driven transcription pH sensitive. When grown as organotypic cultures in either matrigel or collagen, AsPC1 cells exhibited a growth pattern similar to that of Panc02 cells, with a clear tendency of decreased growth at acidic conditions and increased growth after return from acid-adapted cells to physiological pH (Figure S3A-C). In contrast, Panc1 cells similarly adapted to acidic growth failed to increase their growth rate after return to physiological pH, in both matrigel and collagen-I culture (Figure S3D-F).

These results show that growth of Panc02 and AsPC1 cells in matrigel and collagen-I is increased by acid adaptation upon return to pH 7.4. Growth is also potentiated by p53KO, in a manner not fully additive to that of acid adaptation. Finally, Panc02 cell growth in a 1:1 matrigel:collagen-I mix elicits a phenotype resembling vascular mimicry, independent of genotype and treatment.

3.4 Acid adaptation increases 3D invasiveness

To assess how acid adaptation impacts cell motility, Panc02 cells were first subjected to 2D healing assays (Figure S4A,B). Wound closure rate was similar for control and AA cells and both genotypes at pH 6.7, and returning cells to pH 7.4 slowed 2D migration by 20-30%. Similarly, acid adaptation did not promote invasion of 2D-cultured cells through matrigel (Figure S4C).

We next asked how invasiveness was altered by acid adaptation when cells were cultured in 3D to simulate tumor conditions. Spheroids were embedded in 3D matrigel domes, and outgrowth was imaged and quantified at day 5 (Figure 3A-C). Under control conditions, both WT and p53KO spheroids exhibited outgrowth into the matrigel, with a tendency for more outgrowth from p53KO spheroids. Since WT cells do not form compact spheroids at pH 6.7 (see Figure 1), we seeded WTAA spheroids at pH 7.4 and transferred them to matrigel at pH 7.4. Under these conditions, their outgrowth was more than doubled compared to that of control spheroids, whereas, surprisingly, outgrowth of p53KO spheroids was decreased by ~50%. The largest invasive area—twice that of p53KO control spheroids—was formed by p53KOAA spheroids formed at pH 6.7 and embedded in matrigel at pH 7.4 (Figure 3A-C).

These results show that 3D—but not 2D—invasiveness of Panc02 cells is increased by acid adaptation, and further accelerated by p53 KO.

3.5 Acid adaptation increases anchorage-independent growth

To assess their potential for anchorage-independent growth, a well-established readout of aggressiveness, Panc02 cells were cultured in soft agarose for 30 days (Figure 3D-F). Both WT and p53KO cells formed colonies at pH 7.4. AA cells failed to form colonies at pH 6.7 but regained this ability upon return to pH 7.4 (Figure 3D). Analysis of colony sizes revealed several interesting differences in formation of...
Acid adaptation promotes Panc02 growth and viability in different 3D matrices. (A) AA → 7.4 cells develop protrusions (demonstrated in higher magnification, red arrow) and form substantially larger colonies in 3D matrigel than their control counterparts and AA cells at pH 6.7. Representative light microscopic images of Panc02 cells grown in 3D matrigel on day 5. Scalebars: 200 μm. (B) Live/dead staining of cultures as in (A). Live cells label green, dead cells red. Represents 3 independent experiments. (C) Total viability of Panc02 cells cultured in 3D matrigel for 5 days. n = 4, mean with SEM error bars. (D) Representative light microscopic images of Panc02 cells grown in 3D collagen I on day 7 showing solid colonies with no protrusions. Panc02 AA → 7.4 cells form significantly bigger colonies in 3D collagen I than their control counterparts and than AA cells at pH 6.7. Scalebars: 100 μm. (E) Live/dead staining of cultures as in (D). Live cells label green, dead cells red. Representative of 3 independent experiments. (F) Viability of Panc02 cells cultured in 3D collagen I for 7 days. n = 4. (G) Representative light microscopic images of Panc02 cells grown in 1:1 matrigel:collagen-I on day 5 showing elongated vascular-like structures. Scalebar: 200 μm. (H) Representative images of Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) staining of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC, upper left) and Panc02 WT Ctrl. cells (bottom left). Scalebar: 200 μm. Immunofluorescence analysis, CD31 staining of HUVEC (upper right) and Panc02 WT Ctrl. cells (bottom right). Scalebar: 100 μm. (I) Viability of Panc02 cells cultured in 1:1 matrigel:collagen-I for 3 days. n = 4. Unless P-values are shown, data were not statistically different.
Acid adaptation promotes 3D invasion and anchorage-independent growth. (A) Panc02 spheroids were formed in ultra-low attachment plates and after 3 days embedded in 3D matrigel domes to assess their invasive potential. (B) Representative images of spheroids transferred to the matrigel domes. Comparison of initial spheroid area (day 1) and invasive area (day 5, red line). Scale bar: 200 μm. (C) Pixel-based quantification of relative spheroid invasive area. Total spheroid area on day 5 was divided by initial spheroid area on day 1. Each dot represents one spheroid. n = 3, SEM error bars. (D) Representative light microscopic images of Panc02 cells grown in anchorage-independent conditions in 0.6% soft agarose for 30 days. Scale bar: 200 μm. (E) Surface area distribution plots. The y-axis shows the probability density, and the x-axis shows log-scaled surface area. Colonies with surface area ≤80 μm² were defined as “small colonies,” and colonies with surface area >80 μm² as “large colonies.” Comparison of WT Ctrl. and p53KO Ctrl.: two-sided KS test: \( P = 4.4 \times 10^{-10} \), two-sided Mann-Whitney U test: \( P = 1.01 \times 10^{-8} \). (F) Number of colonies developed in soft agarose, divided by size as above. Bars show mean counts, error bars denote SEM. \( P \) values denote paired t test results.
Small (surface area ≤ 80 μm²) and large (surface area > 80 μm²) colonies (Figure 3E,F). Under control conditions, the number of small colonies was similar for WT and p53KO cells, but the number of large colonies was higher for p53KO than WT cells. When returned to pH 7.4, WTAA cells developed more colonies than WT control cells in both categories, whereas the development of p53KOAA colonies was unaffected by acid adaptation (Figure 3E,F).

These results show that acid adaptation and return to pH 7.4 favors WT Panc02 cell anchorage-independent growth, whereas p53KO increases colony size independent of acid adaptation.
Akt activity, and NHE1 and TXNIP expression, are increased in acid adapted Panc02 cells in a p53-dependent manner

We next sought to gain insight into the mechanisms through which acid adaptation and p53 interact to regulate growth. Protein expression of both p53 and the p53 effector p21 was increased in AA cells, presumably reflecting stress induced by growth at acidic pH, while, as expected, p53KO cells completely lacked p21 (Figure 4A, densitometric quantification in Figure S5). Acidic pH has been suggested to increase DNA damage\(^\text{12}\) and p53 signaling plays a key role in DNA damage protection.\(^\text{3}\) Despite this, the cellular level of

---

**FIGURE 5**  TGFβ signaling is upregulated in acid adapted Panc02 cells and regulates WT Ctrl. spheroid growth and Serpine1 and Mmp2 expression. (A) Spheroids were treated with 0.5 or 5 μM of the allosteric Akt inhibitor MK-2206 and the ATP-competitive Akt inhibitor Capivasertib, as shown. Scale bar: 200 μm. (B) Total viability of MK-2206- and Capivasertib-treated Panc02 spheroids for 9 days. n = 4, mean with SEM error bars. (C) Spheroids were treated with a selective inhibitor of TGFβRI (SB431542, SB) or 2 or 10 ng/mL of TGFβ for 9 days, as indicated. Scale bar: 200 μm. (D) Viability of Ctrl., AA (zoom in in (E)) and AA-7.4 spheroids treated with SB431542 or TGFβ for 9 days, as indicated. Scale bar: 200 μm. (E) Zoom of Panc02 WT AA bars shown in D. (F and G) qPCR analysis of TGFβ target genes Serpine1 (F) and Mmp2 (G). Relative expression was normalized to mean of Actb and Gapdh expression. n = 3. Error bars denote SEM.
phosphorylated histone 2AX (γH2AX)—a marker of DNA damage—was unaffected by the treatments and only marginally elevated in p53KO cells (Figures 4A and S5).

We and others have shown that increased expression of net acid extruding transporters such as the Na\(^+\)/H\(^+\) exchanger NHE1 and Na\(^+\),HCO\(_3^-\)/CI\(^-\) cotransporter NBCn1 supports cancer cell growth in acidic microenvironments.\(^{12}\) Protein levels of NHE1, especially the immature precursor version, tended to be upregulated in AA cells, while NBCn1 levels were unaffected (Figures 4B and S5). Consistent with our previous work in human breast cancer spheroids,\(^{30}\) NHE1 localized evenly through the viable cell population in the spheroids, whereas NBCn1 expression was higher toward the spheroid periphery, with no detectable differences between conditions (Figure 4C, controls and individual images in Figure S6A-C). This pattern was confirmed by quantification of the fluorescence staining from spheroid core to periphery, showing clearly the lack of transporter expression in the necrotic core, and increasing expression toward the spheroid periphery (Figure 4D).

The Ser/Thr kinases Akt and extracellular signal regulated kinase-1/2 (ERK1/2) are essential regulators of growth and upregulated in most cancers.\(^ {38}\) Total Akt and ERK1/2 levels were similar in all conditions tested (Figures 4E and S5). Akt activity was increased in AA cells, and tended to be exacerbated by p53KO. ERK1/2 activity tended to be increased in both WT and p53KO AA cells, and phosphorylation of the ERK1/2 downstream effector S\(_{6}\) was, interestingly, increased after return of WT AA cells to pH 7.4 (Figures 4E and S5). Thioredoxin-interacting protein (TXNIP), an inhibitor of the antioxidant protein thioredoxin and a global regulator of cell metabolism, has been shown to be upregulated upon acidic stress in other cell types.\(^ {39}\) Strikingly, TXNIP was upregulated in AA cells, especially in AA cells with p53KO. Upon return to pH 7.4, TXNIP levels returned to control level in WT cells, but interestingly remained elevated in p53KO cells (Figures 4E and S5).

In summary, acid adaptation increases ERK1/2 activity in a p53-independent manner, and NHE1 and TXNIP expression and Akt activity in a p53-dependent manner.

### 3.7 Akt signaling favors Panc02 spheroid growth irrespective of acid adaptation and genotype

Given the increased Akt activity in AA cells, we assessed the role of Akt in Panc02 spheroid growth, using the allosteric Akt inhibitor MK-2206 and the ATP-competitive Akt inhibitor Capivasertib. Treatment of spheroids with MK-2206 (confirmed by western blotting to efficiently inhibit Akt, Figure 5A) resulted in smaller and less viable spheroids in all conditions and both genotypes. Capivasertib had a similar, although less potent, effect (Figure 5A,B). For unknown reasons, very low concentrations of both inhibitors caused WTAA cells, which under control conditions form only loose aggregates, to form small, well-defined and compact spheroids (Figure 5A) and increased rather than decreased WT control spheroid size and viability (Figure 5B). Thus, although Akt...
signaling was increased in acid adapted- and p53KO cells. Akt appeared to be equally important for spheroid growth under all conditions tested.

3.8 TGFβ signaling regulates Panc02 spheroid growth in WT control cells only

Adaptation to acidosis was recently shown to promote autocrine TGFβ2 signaling in cervical cancer cells. Indeed, phosphorylation of TGFβ effectors SMAD2/3 was strongly increased in AA cells, in a manner potentiated by p53KO (Figure 4E). We therefore asked whether spheroid growth and viability were affected by TGFβ signaling stimulation by the TGFβ ligand (TGFβII) or inhibition by the selective TGFβRII inhibitor SB-431542. Western blot analysis confirmed the efficacy of both agents (Figure S7B). Panc02 cells harbor an inactivating SMAD4 mutation, and consistent with the growth-stimulatory effect of TGFβ in absence of SMAD4 [55], stimulation with TGFβ increased WT control spheroid viability ~4-fold, while TGFβRII inhibition had no effect under these conditions (Figure 5C,D, left green bars). Remarkably, in WTAA cells, TGFβII had no detectable effect and treatment with SB431542 tended to reduce the already low viability (Figure 5D, left red bars, magnified in Figure 5E). Interestingly, both treatments slightly increased WTAA spheroid viability upon return to pH 7.4 (left blue bars), possibly indicating a shift in the balance of pro- and anti-proliferative effects of TGFβ under these conditions. p53 is required for TGFβ-induced regulation of some promoters, including that of Serpine1. Consistent with a p53-dependent role of TGFβ, p53KO spheroid growth was unaffected by TGFβ stimulation regardless of treatment (Figure 5D, right bars), despite the potentiation of SMAD2/3 phosphorylation by p53KO (Figure 4F).

These results prompted us to ask whether elements of TGFβ signaling were altered in WTAA cells. Indeed, TGFβ target genes, Serpine1 (encoding plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, PAI-1) and matrix metalloproteinase-2 (Mmp2) were upregulated in AA WT cells and returned to normal when AA cells were returned to pH 7.4 (Figure 5F,G). Consistent with the p53-dependence of TGFβ-induced regulation of this promoter, p53KO cells lacked AA-induced upregulation of Serpine1 and a similar tendency was seen for Mmp2 (Figure 5F,G). In contrast, mRNA levels of Tgfb1 and Tgfb2 (the latter previously found to be regulated by acid adaptation), and TGFβ receptor 3-like (Tgfb3), upregulated in acid adapted human cancer cells were not significantly altered by any of the treatments (Figure S7C-E).

These results show that acid adaptation increases TGFβ signaling in a manner potentiated by p53KO. Stimulation of TGFβ signaling enhances 3D growth of WT control spheroids, and its inhibition tends to inhibit growth of AA cells under acidic conditions.

4 DISCUSSION

The key finding of this work is that adaptation to growth at pH₆ 6.7 to mimic acidic tumor regions strongly increases pancreatic cancer cell 3D growth, anchorage-independent growth and invasiveness after return to normal pH₆ in a manner dependent on p53 and ECM.

While heterogeneous extracellular acidosis is an important feature of solid tumors from a wide range of cancers, pancreas physiology makes acid-base dysregulation particularly interesting in this organ. Postprandially, massive secretion of HCO₃⁻ from the epithelial cells to the ducts is accompanied by a corresponding acid flux to the bloodstream to sustain epithelial pH. Pancreatic ductal epithelial cells are thus exposed to recurrent pH₆ variations, alkaline on the luminal and acidic on the basolateral side, and we previously hypothesized that this may prime cells for survival in the increasingly acidic microenvironment as the tumor grows. Here we show that indeed, predisposition to growth under acidic growth conditions supports PDAC cell aggressiveness. Importantly, potentiated aggressive behavior was observed not under acidic conditions per se, but when cells were returned to pH 7.4 to mimic reexposure to normal or less acidic pH₆ conditions upon increased perfusion or invasive outgrowth. We show that this transition favors spheroid- and organotypic 3D growth, anchorage-independent colony formation, and invasiveness—key traits of aggressive cancers. This strongly suggest that cells acquire additional cancerous potential during acid adaptation, yet this potential is only fully realized at normal pH when cells are relieved of the stress of growth in acid conditions.

4.1 Microenvironmental drivers of acid potentiation

Studies using simple 2D culture have found cell growth to be decreased or unaltered by acid adaptation. This is extended by our study of 3D cultures and consistent with our suggestion that tissue acidosis contributes to tumor dormancy in early PDAC stages. Importantly, we show a potent, growth-enhancing effect of acid adaptation which is revealed only when cells are grown in 3D as spheroids or organotypic cultures embedded in ECM, and returned to pH 7.4. The extent and morphology of growth were dependent on ECM composition: Growth was promoted by acid adaptation under all ECM conditions tested, but was quantitatively most profound for nonadherent 3D spheroids and least significant in a matrigel:collagen-I mix, perhaps because the latter condition in itself potently accelerated growth. Also anchorage-independent colony formation—a reliable measure of the ability to form tumors in vivo—was increased by acid adaptation. This effect, to our knowledge reported for the first time, underscores the aggressiveness driven by acid adaptation.

Consistent with the key role of the dense ECM in PDAC cell morphology was profoundly ECM-dependent. Growth in matrigel: collagen-I appeared to support vasculogenic mimicry, independent of genotype and acid treatment. Notably, this ECM also markedly increased growth, suggesting that the link between vascular mimicry and aggressiveness may not be limited to a role in supporting tumor perfusion.

Our work also demonstrated that acid adapted cells exhibited a marked increase in 3D invasiveness. Whereas these are to our
knowledge the first such 3D analyses, our data is well in line with earlier reports showing increased in vitro invasiveness and in vivo metastasis of acid adapted cells, and substantiates the notion that increased invasiveness is an important property driven by acid adaptation.

4.2 Genetic drivers of acid potentiation

A key question motivating this work was the interplay between microenvironment acidosis and driver mutations. We focused on p53-inactivating mutations, found in ~75% of PDAC tumors and associated with highly aggressive disease. As expected, p53KO by itself increased growth of control cells in all conditions tested. This effect was partially additive to that of acid adaptation in matrigel or collagen-I, but not when cells were grown as nonadherent spheroids. Interestingly, p53 negative human pancreatic cancer cells (AsPC1) showed an organotypic growth pattern very reminiscent of that of p53KO Panc02 cells, whereas Panc1 cells, which harbor the p53 R273H mutation, grew poorly in matrigel and collagen at acidic pH and failed to increase their growth rate upon return to physiological extracellular pH. Because this mutation introduces a histidine in the DNA-binding site, it renders p53-driven transcription higher at more acidic, and lower at more alkaline pH values. While these differences should not be overinterpreted because these cell lines are not syngeneic, it is interesting to consider that the acidic pH of the cells during acid adaptation may activate a potentiated p53R273H-driven transcriptional program of growth inhibition that persists after return to normal pH, preventing growth recovery.

Importantly, p53KO completely alleviated the loss of cell-cell adhesion that largely prevented spheroid growth of WT cells at pH 6.7, suggesting that p53KO can support 3D growth in an acidic TME. The interaction between p53 status and acid adaptation was underscored by the effect of acid adaptation on adhesion-independent colony formation: Colonies formed by p53KO cells were larger than those formed by control cells, but their size was unaffected by acid adaptation, whereas WT colony size was increased. In contrast, the acid adaptation-induced increase in 3D invasion was potentiated by p53KO, suggesting that p53 loss and acidic TME may synergize to drive PDAC metastasis. A similar synergy was reported between p53 KO and hypoxia, substantiating the notion that interaction between TME properties and p53KO enhances cancer aggressiveness.

4.3 A model for acid adaptation and potentiation

Acquisition of cancerous potential involves (i) genetic selection, where acidic environment selects for cells with cancerous potential, and/or (ii) transcriptional/epigenetic adaptive reprogramming. While we have not focused on genetic selection, our study strongly indicates that transcriptional/epigenetic reprogramming is important, as we identified upstream signals for changes on transcriptional and protein levels, leading to a hypothesized initial model (Figure 6). First, consistent with recent work in other cancers, acid adaptation was associated with changes in TGFβ signaling. Similar to many PDAC patient tumors, Panc02 cells harbor an inactivating SMAD4 mutation, causing TGFβ signaling to be redirected from canonical antiproliferative to noncanonical, growth-stimulatory pathways. SMAD2/3 phosphorylation was increased by acid adaptation, yet mRNA levels of main TGFβ ligands were not increased. This suggests that acid adaptation may increase TGFβ bioavailability, a notion consistent with recent findings and in congruence with the release of latent TGFβ by acidic pH. Akt and ERK1/2 phosphorylation was also increased in acid adapted cells, consistent with, albeit not unique to, the activation of both pathways by noncanonical TGFβ signaling (Figure 6). The marked upregulation of Na+/H+ exchanger NHE1 in acid adapted cells is likely a prerequisite for survival under the strong inward driving force for H+ during growth at pH 6.7. Upon return to pH 7.4, this likely renders the cells equipped with excess acid extrusion capacity, contributing to both invasiveness and growth driven by acid adaptation, as previously demonstrated by us and others. However, as acid-base transporters are highly posttranslationally regulated, activity is not a direct function of expression, and future work should assess the specific contributions of NHE1 and other net acid extruding transporters to the acid extrusion capacity. The NHE1 upregulation could be at least in part TGFβ-driven as we recently showed in Panc-1 human pancreatic cancer cells. Spheroïd viability was increased by TGFβR1 in control cells only, and tended to be reduced by TGFβR inhibitor in acid adapted cells. While this shift, in conjunction with the increase in TGFβ signaling (Smad2/3 phosphorylation, target upregulation) suggests that upregulated TGFβ signaling helps support 3D growth at acidic pH, it cannot account for the potent increase in growth and invasiveness upon return to pH 7.4 where Smad2/3 phosphorylation and TGFβ target expression were not increased. Future work should therefore map the roles of other acid adaptation-regulated signaling pathways and cell-ECM interactions in this process (Figure 6).

In conclusion, we demonstrate that PDAC cell 3D- and anchorage-independent growth and invasiveness are potentiated by adaptation to tumor acidosis in an interplay with ECM composition and p53 status. Importantly, the most crucial acid-induced phenotypes are only observed when cells grown in spheroïd- or organotypic 3D conditions are returned to normal pH, mimicking conditions of improved vascularization or metastasis. We suggest that such cross-talk between tumor acidosis, ECM and driver mutations is highly relevant to cancer aggressiveness and points to future strategies for acidosis-targeted therapies in PDAC.
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